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Welcome to TERA Mystic Guide! Tera Mystic (or formerly known at Elementalist) uses spirits and
primal energies to support their allies in fights. The can call upon magical pets to aid them in battle.
They boast a handful of crowd controlling abilities and they have the ability to sustain their party
members throughout combat. Mystic can turn the tides of a battle in their groups favor. Most
importantly, mystics enable their allies to perform their roles in the most superior sense.

TERA Mystic are a healing - damage hybrid class. They use robes of cloth for their armor, but donâ€™t
let this deter you - their combat pets help sustain them in battle. Their weapon of choice is a
scepter; sadly there isnâ€™t much of a choice in this, but a mystics scepter helps to guide their magic in
forces of life and death.

The list of TERA Mystic Spells starts with Sharan Bolt, a single target bolt of damage, and Arunâ€™s
Vitae, a healing mote that the mystics drops on the group and can be picked up by her or her allies.
At level two, they receive Mana Infusion, an ability to regain lost mana, and Metamorphic Blast, an
area-of-effect cone of damage.

Level four is when the mystic receives their first combat pet, called Thrall of Protection. This thrall
acts as a tank (attacking in melee range and holding aggro). They will go on to receive three more
different thralls, all that perform various roles. The Thrall of Vengeance acts as an archer, making
ranged attacks. The Thrall of Life removes negative buffs and provides healing support. The Thrall
of Wrath works well in fights that require a lot of area-of-effect damage.

TERA Mystic Class also has the capacity to provide crowd control maneuvers. You receive
Sonorous Dreams, putting a mob to sleep for several seconds. Mire lames your enemies
movements. Ancient Binding allows you to slow an oncoming enemy. Near the end of your leveling
journey, you get the ability to stun (Sharaâ€™s Lash) and fear (Curse of Confusion) your enemies.

Donâ€™t forget the impressive arsenal of sustainability the mystic boasts. Arunâ€™s Cleasing Touch allows
you to dispel all negative effects of an ally. Titanic Favor immediately heals your allies and then
applies a heal-over-time. Resurrect, a staple for any healer, allows you to bring back a fallen ally.
Vow of Rebirth will revive a comrade when they die. TERA Mystic has more skills than any other
classes in TERA Online in which you can check all of the spells at TERA Mystic Guide.

It is said the TERA Mystic is the hardest class to play in Tera Online because of his utilities. The
mystic can be damage dealer, healers, or buff provider at the same time. Only professtional players
can be Tera Mystic because they has to remember all of numerous mystic skills and use them
perfectly. In other words, playing as Tera Mystic is more challenging than any classes in Tera
Online. If you are not good enough, do not dare to choose the Mystic.
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